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Aug. 8, '88.
Dear Pam
The enclosed is the 4th draft of "Tree and Wind". I have
made a major shift in the theme from Love-Making to "Grace". I
wonder what native word(s) for "Grace" is. Ex-minister friend of
mine thinks that Grace is a Buddhist concept, rather than
Christian. Grace in Christianity appeared in the context of
Marian worship (a Feminist Movement in ancient times). That was
not a part of the official dogma that St. Paul et al preached,
though they could claim that Grace is implicit in their
construction.
A small note. According to the Zodiac, You are Air-Wind and
an Intellectual. I am an Earth element, which is about right in
that I am a peasant/artisan. However, just to show you the
prestige of Earth Power, I enclosed a newspaper article by Gwynne
Dyer (Leth. Herald Aug 5.)
Dyer is talking of "Gaia" --- which actually includes Air,
Water, Trees --- Dyer asks a rhetorical question if care and
concern for Gaia is a Pseudo-Religion. But he does not question
whether or not the prevalent worship of the power of sciencetechnology is more of Pseudo-Religion than the reverence for Gaia
is. I guess Dyer knows, but he must have thought that the time to
ask the second question has not come yet. It is safe to pretend
that Science-Technology is rational and there is no problem with
it. You might try criticizing Dyer for not knowing Native
Science.
In a philosophy journal from Japan, this month, there is an
article on Heidegger by a German Philosopher, Klaus Held. It is
not directly on science, but on the problems of "Being" and "Will
To Know" - Held is rather conservative and falls back on the old
Cartesian/Kant assumption of “I think, therefore I know".
Heidegger was not satisfied with such an" easy answer. Husserl
who is cited in the article, started with Kantian Axiom of
"Cartesian Science can know everything and anything", but he
could not find ground for the position. That was Husserl's
"Krisis der Europaischen Wissenschaften" (l-936). Held appears to
have made a retrogression to the 19th century. Somehow the
worship of European science (Intellectuality) goes on, despite
all proofs to the contrary. Dyer and Held are not alone.
But, interestingly, the discussion went onto the question
of "Will To know". Air-Wind is "Will --- in the sense of "Will To
Power" which Nietzsche et al talked about. In contrast, Earth is
"Being". Between "Will" and "Being", there comes "Becoming".
Heidegger knew that much.
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"Sociology" in North American texts does not like to talk
about this. What has happened is that the "discourse" of north
American academics has come to avoid the question of "Power" in
general and "Power of Knowledge" in particular. It is
characteristic of the modern Socia1 Science in North America to
deny "Power" as if it is a "ghost" in some superstition.
"Science" is said to be "Va1ue Neutral". And if so, it
would be awkward for Social Science to comment on power.
[Wright Mil1s’ work on "Power Elite" (1959) was
"disproved", according to my Sociologist friends. They told
me of their "feeling of relief" by it, for they did not
like too much of "Radical Politics" in academic discourse.]
Besides, in the "Free World" that North Americans were
proud of, there ought not to be "Power" which might be
controlling the proud "Free Individualists", except perhaps the
Almighty Power of the God that they believe and presumably obey.
It might also be that the memory of Hitler who played with
phrases like "Will To Power" was not forgotten. It was bad enough
for any north American to be called "Pinko", let alone being
associated with Nazism. This, however, does not mean that
Americans disliked "Power". On the contrary, Americans then were
almost intoxicated by their perception of themselves as the
"World Power".
[There was a sense of the U.S.A. as the heir of the defunct
British Empire. Documents such as National Security Coucil-68
drafted in 1950 clearly spelled out the notion of the USA as the
New Empire. See, M. Kaku and D. Axelrod To Win A Nuclear War.
Black Rose Books 1987.
Kissinger was a "Power Ideologist" and wrote in Foreign
Affairs 1958-59, "America needed to construct its World View in
terms of Power and Will" and "Statesmen must act as if their
intuition were already experience, as if their aspiration were
Truth". Eisenhower apparently failed to understand the "Power
Philosophy", but Kennedy came to make a
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